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-------------------------------------- The new innovative product from Audiffex is intended to be an alternative
to guitar effects and gadgets produced by popular companies. The instrument is quite similar to the
famous Electro-Harmonix Micro-Pulser, which is designed specifically for DIY recording artists. The
pedals have a clean sound similar to a tube amp, as well as an extremely neutral sound. The volume
of the amp can be adjusted with a simple, transparent interface. In addition, the pedals are quite
convenient to use because they can be placed even on a small desk, the pedalboards can be replaced
by a right-hand side, and they are a compact instrument. Audiffex Multi Drive Pedal Features: -----------
--------------------------- It is very important that it's not limited to only low frequencies. If you play a
distorted tone, the final result is the harmonics resulting in a sparkling sound, instead of a muddy low-
end, as well as a good balance between the low and the high frequencies. The pedalboard is
characterized by a sturdy construction, a reliable operating system, a voltage of the power supply,
excellent quality and stability of the component. The use of the product is very simple, even for
beginners, because the product is not complicated and does not require special training. At the same
time, the function of the device is unlimited, so you can expand the product to fit your style and your
musical skills. Reviews Write Your Own Review You're reviewing: Audiffex Multi Drive Pedal How do
you rate this product? * 11 star 12 star 13 star 14 star 15 star 16 star 17 star 18 star 19 star 20 star
Quality *Nickname *Summary of Your Review *Review Questions & Answers Ask a question about this
product. Ask a question about this product. Product Questions 0 Question about this product? Get
notified as soon as this product is available by email. Get the ultimate rock gear! Free Shipping on
orders over $99 We offer free shipping on orders over $99. These products are shipped directly from
our warehouse via UPS. On small orders below $99, shipping is at a flat rate of $9.99. Fast, Safe &
Secure Your products are shipped through our secure website and packaged carefully to ensure your
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The new KMACRO has an improved module and an enlarged sample memory. All the features of the
current version are present. Microphone: the 48 kHz - 24 bit integrated microphone is sensitive,
precise and with a large dynamic range. The MAUP_PROTECT system allows safe monitoring of the
sound signal during playback. The T-RECEIVER with built-in amplifier allows direct connection of an
external power amplifier to the device without the need for external power supplies. Features:
Records and reproduces audio or live input signals using the microphone or line input Connects via
MIDI to any sequencer or DAW EQ Volume control Approx. 48 kHz-24 bit resolution Sample memory 8
direct-drive modeling speakers 15 effects (delay, flanger, chorus, modulation, distortion, high pass,
modulation effects, EQ, resonance, gate, overdrive and compression) Aux 1 & 2 inputs Amp: The amp
can be used as a low-end enhancer, when you need extra punch and extra low frequencies.
Distortion: High-quality distortion that produces the right balance of overdrive and compression, with
the ability to produce distortions in the more aggressive distortion modes, as well as in the sound-
natural mode with no overdrive. MIDI In/Out USB connection T-RECIEVER Long-range 50-Ohm outputs
4 inputs: 4 channels of direct monitoring inputs that record to a sample library. Channels 2,3,4
provide independent monitoring for the drum room Channel 1 is the stereo line input, which sends
MIDI notes to the device. Channel 1 is routed via an input port to a blank instrument when no program
is active Input 4 can be used to insert any analog input with a 0V – +12V signal Approx. 32kHz – 24-
bit resolution MIDI In/Out USB connection USB In/Out: USB connection 3 outputs: 3× standard
definition balanced line outputs for monitoring. Stereo line outputs to 2× active monitors Maximum
headroom 20dB Approx. 32 kHz - 24-bit resolution Note: Does not connect to the mains. Highpass
Contains various applications, which can be used to increase the low-frequency response, modify and
smooth over the sound of the guitar amp. Applications: Increase the low 2edc1e01e8
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The Audiffex Multi Drive Pedal is especially designed for musicians and provides them with interesting
plugins that simulate guitar gear, effects or speaker. With the help of Audiffex Multi Drive Pedal, you
have the possibility to reduce the low-end part of the spectrum and gain more distorted, yet focused
sound from the amp, adjust the output volume of the pedals, control the tone of the effect and modify
the intensity of distortion. Features: • Custom Distortion: - 3 different types of distortion
effects: Chorus, Flanger, and Phaser • Intuitive Operation: - 2-knobs volume and tone control - 4 EQ
sliders: High, Mid, Low, and Wide • Independent Volume Controls: - Each effect has an independent
volume control • Replaceable Filter Caps: - You can change the signal value without changing the
actual sound. - 6 types of replaceable filter caps • Realizable in 3 modes: - Direct, "Compressor on,
Volume Control on" and "Compressor off, Volume Control on" • Adjustable Amp and Tone Controls: -
You can adjust the sound from 4 different amps and the volume control of each amp. -
7 slots for different types of tone, including Blend, Switch, Cutoff, Fuzz, Tremolo, Distortion, and Noise
• Remote Function Control: - Includes the ability to turn your stompbox on and off with a small remote
control - Useful for those who have their amp and effects in different rooms • Selectable Drive and
Gain Controls: - You can select the drive and the gain from 5 types of distortion that work
independently from each other. - High, Mid, Low, and Wide Gain controls • Up to 3 Effects: - You can
mix up to 3 effects in your chain • 5 Output Levels (Low, Mid, High, Mix, and Off) • Master Volume
Control: - You can control the volume level from your main amp or speaker - The sound from your
headphones or speakers will be directly controlled by the Master Volume • 8-channel Inputs
and Outputs • Tones: - 1 Chorus - 2 Phaser - 2 Flanger - 3 Distortion • Beveled
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What's New in the Audiffex Multi Drive Pedal?

You may use the pedals as a complete band and use all of them. If you are an electric guitarist, you
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can use the Price: $49.95 Live Sound AU-5K1 AU-5K1, a low-cost and small active monitoring
microphone, features fully-passive design and low-impedance output of 1M. It is suitable for single
channels, bands or bands. Designed for single or two person performance. Price: $36.95 Live Sound
AU-X5S AU-X5S, a cost-effective and small self-powered dynamic microphone is designed for
professional touring and live recording. The speaker features unique dual-stage 3-way design, which
provides a dual cardioid performance. It is ideal for vocalists, bands, soloists and instrument players.
Price: $119.95 Live Sound EV-10 EV-10, an active monitor headphone and speaker features easy to
setup, compact design with powerful and accurate sound quality. EV-10 is used for musicians, soloists
and bands. It is suitable for vocalists, acoustic guitar players, electric guitar players and bands. Price:
$120.00 Live Sound EV-1K EV-1K, an active monitor headphone and speaker features easy to setup,
compact design with powerful and accurate sound quality. EV-1K is used for musicians, soloists and
bands. It is suitable for vocalists, acoustic guitar players, electric guitar players and bands. Price:
$124.95 Live Sound EV-2K EV-2K, an active monitor headphone and speaker features easy to setup,
compact design with powerful and accurate sound quality. EV-2K is used for musicians, soloists and
bands. It is suitable for vocalists, acoustic guitar players, electric guitar players and bands. Price:
$139.95 Live Sound EV-3K EV-3K, an active monitor headphone and speaker features easy to setup,
compact design with powerful and accurate sound quality. EV-3K is used for musicians, soloists and
bands. It is suitable for vocalists, acoustic guitar players, electric guitar players and bands. Price:
$169.95 Live Sound EV-5K EV-5K, an active monitor headphone and speaker features easy to setup,
compact design with powerful and accurate sound quality. EV-5K is used for musicians, soloists and
bands. It is suitable for vocalists, acoustic guitar players, electric guitar players and bands. Price:
$199.95 Live Sound EV-XK EV-XK, an active monitor headphone and speaker features easy to setup,
compact design with powerful and accurate



System Requirements For Audiffex Multi Drive Pedal:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 (64-bit), Windows 8 (64-bit), Windows 10 (64-bit) Processor: Dual Core CPU
2 GHz Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9.0 graphics card (DX9) or better DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 6 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Recommended: OS: Windows 10 (64-
bit), Windows 10 (64-bit), Windows 10 (64-bit), Windows 7 (
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